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Objective

To design and implement an improved 
retirement income system using the 
principles and technology of modern 
financial science.



Changing Retirement Systems

! Shift from government to private sector 
provision of retirement income

! Employers replacing DB plans with Cash 
Balance or DC plans

! Labor unions remain committed to DB



• Precautionary saving
• Diversification
• Hedging
• Insuring 

• Precautionary saving
• Diversification

Risk management 
techniques

• Targeted saving accounts
(e.g., tuition-linked CDs)

• Targeted standard of living 
contracts

• Cash
• Insurance policies
• Mutual funds

Retail financial products 

• Savings
• Portfolio of contingent contracts
• Flexible labor supply

• Savings
• Asset allocation
• Retirement date

Control variables

• Dynamic programming and 
contingent claims analysis

• Mean-variance efficiency 
and Monte Carlo 
simulation

Quantitative model

• Many periods • Single periodTime frame

• Lifetime consumption and 
bequests

• WealthMeasure of Welfare

IFLCurrentFeature

Life-Cycle Financial Planning System and Products



Insights of Modern Finance

! A person’s welfare depends on her consumption of 
goods and leisure over her entire lifetime.

! Hedging (rather than “time diversification”) is 
the way to manage market risk over time. 

! The risk exposure of a person’s labor earnings are 
a key determinant of the right investment 
portfolio mix.

! Habit formation gives rise to a demand for 
purchasing power guarantees.

! Sophisticated risk management is a function for 
financial intermediaries, not uninformed 
individuals. 



Problems with DC Plans

! Transfer investment risk to those least able to 
manage it.  

! Promote wishful thinking about stocks
! Safe in long run
! Hedge against inflation 

! Do not take account of existing exposures of 
employees.



Investor Miseducation



Better choices; not more choices

Increasing the number of choices does 
not necessarily make consumers better 
off.  In fact, it may make them more 
vulnerable to exploitation by 
opportunistic salespeople or by well-
intentioned but unqualified professionals. 



Flaw in Traditional DB Plans

Vulnerable to Inflation:
! Erosion of purchasing power  after 

retirement. 
! Reduced portability of benefits because 

it accentuates backloading of accruals.



GLICs

Guaranteed Lifetime Income Contracts

! Targeted DC or Inflation-Protected DB 
! Optional investment “kickers”



Purchasing Power Annuities

! Provide a guaranteed minimum standard of living 
defined in terms of a flow of lifetime 
consumption (rather than a stock of wealth). 

! Gradually increase consumption if the stock 
market performs well without jeopardizing the 
standard of living to which retirees have 
become accustomed. 



Example

! 65 year old with $1 million in her 
retirement account; Social Security 
benefit is $15,000 per year.

! Use $900,000 to buy an inflation-proof 
real annuity of $55,000 per year, and 
invest the other $100,000 in equities to 
produce growth in real income. Each year 
part of this risky fund would be used to 
purchase additional guaranteed real 
annuity income.



New Opportunities

! International Pension Swaps
! Liquidity Swaps
! Bundled-risk insurance products
! Converting housing wealth into 

retirement income


